
Write the corresponding Element or Principle of Art with its definition 
SHAPE, LINE, VALUE, VARIETY, RHYTHM, COLOR, TEXTURE, FORM, EMPHASIS, 
MOVEMENT, CONTRAST, SCALE/PROPORTION, SPACE, PATTERN, UNITY, BALANCE 

!
1.________________- A mark with length and direction !
2.________________- The surface quality or "feel" of an object, its smoothness, roughness, softness, etc. !
3._________________- Consists of hue, intensity and value !
4._________________- The lightness or darkness of a color !
5._________________- 2-Dimensional enclosed area defined and determined by other art elements  !
6._________________- 3D object (height, length, and depth) !
7._________________-The distance or area between, around, above, below, or within things !
8._________________-The way the elements are arranged to create a feeling of stability in a work  !
9._________________- The focal point of an image, or when one area or thing stands out the most !
10.________________- The use of differences and change to increase the visual interest of the work !
11.________________- Repetition of a design !
12.________________- How the work directs the viewer’s eye through a piece and the sense of action !
13.________________- A large difference between two things to create interest and tension.  !
14.________________- When all the elements and principles work together to create a pleasing image !
15.________________- Relative size of one thing to another !
16.________________- A regular repetition of elements to produce the look and feel of movement.

Beginning Drawing Final!
NAME__________



!!
True or False!!
____    17. With anamorphic perspective, the angle at witch the viewer sees the artwork effects  !
! the illusion.!!
____    18. In a two point perspective drawing all depth (width) lines point to one vanishing point.!!
____    19. Gesture drawings are made up of precise strokes and exact details.!!
____    20. When creating a tromp l’oeil drawing, it is important to draw the effects of light of the 
! surface of an object rather than what we assume the object looks like.!!!
21. Draw a one point perspective 
city label the horizon line and the !
vanishing point !!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!
22. Draw a human figure in action!
(using the 4-step approach) !
emphasizing movement and!
exact proportions!!!!!!!!!!!!



23. Order the pencils (2H, 6B, 2B, HB, B, 4B) from darkest/softest to lightest/hardest!!
_____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____!!
24. Label the foreground, middle ground, and background !

25. Create a VALUE scale (with distinct differences in each circle)

What was the most challenging part of this class? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!!
What is one new thing you learned?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!!
What was your favorite part about this class?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!!
Any other comments or suggestions for me?!
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________!


